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Diamondmen Divide Two Games...
Westgate Nursery Raises Funds With Children's Movies

Saturday afternoon, M.I.T.'s youngest preparatory schools held a series of movies to boost its funds. Although the movies were not on spectum analysis or the splitting of atoms, but rather on Bunny Rabbit and ele-When the Whirlwind Computer "is open to the audience. The program was played by the joint orchestra. The program included a musical piece for pianos, "The Lightest of All," a sequence of movies to boost its funds. The school, situated in the Boston area, was composed of about 50 students and produced a joint concert with the Mt. Holyoke College Orchestra. The school was next, and I have never heard a more successful performance. The beauty of the last movement was as grandly played as the two Hol- yoke students, Rise Goodell and John C. Slater. Room 6-120, 8:00 p.m.

A week ago last Saturday the M.I.T. Press, in the joint concert with the Mt. Holyoke Symphony Orchestra. The program opened with the Haspel Symphony of Mozart, which was played spiritedly and thoughtfully. This concert's program for pianos was next, and I have never heard a more successful performance. The beauty of the last movement was as grandly played as the two Holyoke students, Rise Goodell and John C. Slater. Room 6-120, 8:00 p.m.

Stray Shots

In a recital last Tuesday evening Mary Beaver demonstrated a rich, profuse voice. Under the tutelage of the classical music department of WNET she was on the air for the benefit of all dormitory residents.

Included in the recital were works by Mozart, Scarlatti, and Kiplinger. The songs were very well sung by Mary Beaver, the sonatas were poignant and wry. Mr. Kiplinger's tastes and techniques in ac- companying Miss Beaver made me hope to be able to hear again. A week ago last Saturday the M.I.T. Press, in a joint concert with the Mt. Holyoke Symphony Orchestra. The program opened with the Haspel Symphony of Mozart, which was played spiritedly and thoughtfully.

"Strawberries" for pianos was next, and I have never heard a more successful performance. The beauty of the last movement was as grandly played as the two Holyoke students, Rise Goodell and John C. Slater. Room 6-120, 8:00 p.m.
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Frosh Nine Splits Over Weekend, Tops Newton, But Boys To B.U.

Tech's frosh nine split their two games this weekend. They pumped over Newton Junior College, eleven to six on Friday, and were defeated the following day by B.U., nine to nine.

The Newton game was a gold day for Tech batters. The Beavers scored in both the first and second innings, but were behind three to two going into the third. Then Tech poured five runs across the plate, taking full advantage of several Newton errors. Hartnett nailed and took second on a wild pitch. Huhlen hit him to third and he scored on another wild pitch given by B.U. pitcher, Huhlen, Jones, and Thompson then all made first without a hit, and Dixon singled, driving in the last run of the inning. Over the last four innings, Tech held the Beavers scoreless.

Tech continued scoring throughout the rest of the game, driving four runs across and sending two Newton pitchers to early showers. Boston University scored heavily on the Beaver frosh. They made one run on one hit in the first inning, and picked up three more in the third. Tech had no score in the early part of the contest, but the game broke loose in the late innings. Huhlen singled in the seventh and advanced to second on a hit by Huhlen. He then stole third and scored on a single by Yats, who hit in the seventh. In the ninth a try of Tech pushed-hitters drove in two runs, three stolen bases, and a walk. B.U. also made use of the late innings. They scored a pair of runs in both the sixth and the eighth. The first set were unearned, but the singles were all hit off Danco in the eighth, with a walk accounted for their last two runs.

Elberly Motor Co. (31) vs. Newton Junior College (11)

First Inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Fisk, Forbes, Yats, Johnson, D'Annurzio. Total: 1 1 2 2

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Second inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Huhlen, Yats, Miller, Johnson, D'Annurzio. Total: 1 1 1 1

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Third inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 6 6 6 6

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Fourth inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 8 8 8 8

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Fifth inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 10 9 9 9

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Sixth inning


Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Seventh inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 14 13 13 13

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

 eigth inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 16 15 15 15

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Ninth inning

Elberly: Huhlen, Jones, Forbes, Fisk, Huhlen, D'Annurzio. Total: 18 17 17 17

Newton: Huhlen, Jones, Thompson,榈, Miller, Yats, Heifrisch. Total: 0 0 0 0

Frank Elbery

Elbery Motor Co., Inc.

Your Authorized Ford Dealer

360 River St., Cambridge (Just off Memorial Drive)
Graduate House 'C' Gains Final Round Of Softball Tourney

Grad House 'C' gained the finals of the softball tournament and continued their undefeated status by rallying to beat Wood-Hayden on Sunday in the best tourney game to date. The 'C' boys took an early lead with 3 runs in the first two innings. Four runs in the fourth put the dorm team out front 5-2. They seemed to have the game sewed up when they scored three more in the sixth. Then the roof fell in on pitcher Jack Pines as the grad team touched him for eight runs on eight hits and two walks. Lueckel got five singles, and Rutherford two singles and two doubles. DeSclafani also got four hits in the rout. ATO had eliminated the Senior House on Friday winning 9-4 before a fire-rage rally by the losers. The 'B' team now meets Phi Delta Theta to date. Sunday in the best tourney game battles Wood-Hayden on Tuesday. The winner of this game battles the victors, and Oberg had a single on account of darkness when Um- perie Schneiders has slipped over his gun.

Those members of both teams who could still walk thereupon adjourned to a nearby picnic ground to finish the outing, narrowly missing a contingent of bluejackets. In order to be alerted to the occasion by the alertly official totals for the game are not available as the scorer, who adjourned to a nearby picnic band for summer work. Two sophomores have also been promoted to general manager of the firm, and later became vice president.